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HERE'S WHY THE PENNY HOARDER IS THE COOLEST OFFICE SPACE IN TOWN
BY JO-LYNN BROWN 
jbrown@bizjournals.com, @JBROWNTBBJ, 813-342-2471

N
ot designing office space with employees in mind? That’s a big mistake.

The overall winner for the Tampa Bay Business Journal’s Coolest Office Spaces opened its 
new offices in downtown St. Petersburg in late 2017.

The Penny Hoarder, a media company that focuses coverage on personal finance, approached 
the construct and design of their new headquarters as a collaborative effort to represent the 
brand, accommodate the employees and be cool enough to attract workers from all over — and 
it has succeeded.

The company has been able to recruit talent from booming metro areas like New York City, 
Los Angeles, Washington D.C. and Austin.

“We’re a very creative company,” Kyle Taylor, CEO of The Penny Hoarder, said. “We wanted it to feel like home, but 
also feel creative.” He used words like fun, unusual and playful to describe the vision for the space.

Taylor worked closely with Lisa Gilmore of Lisa Gilmore Design to make his vision come to life. This isn’t the first project 
for these two, who clearly have a very comfortable working relationship. The two appear to share a creative brain at times.

Taylor and Gilmore have worked on four projects now, including a personal residential project.
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Left: Lisa Gilmore of Lisa 
Gilmore Designs and Kyle 
Taylor, CEO of The Penny 
Hoarder at the Penny Hoarder 
location in St. Petersburg.
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M a k i n g  t h e  v i s i o n  a  r e a l i t y
The design was a little less conventional, according to 
Millette Schmidt, interior designer and project manager 
for ASD|Sky, the project architect and interior designer 
for The Penny Hoarder project.

“The employee experience and the expression in The 
Penny Hoarder Brand was being communicated in the 
design (in the space),” Schmidt said. “The inspiration 
came from the corporate story and philosophy.”

Gilmore, who also worked on the interior design of 
the space, said her signature style “juxtaposition” can be 
seen throughout the space. “I enjoy working on things to 
make peoples heads turn a bit,” she said. The evidence is 
some of the quirky Easter eggs throughout the office. A 
Tyrannosaurus rex head wearing gold teeth on the man-
tle, or the painting of Bill Murray as George Washington.

“We wanted something instagram-worthy,” Gilmore 
said.

Meeting rooms in the office are named after historical 
figures like Abraham Lincoln, Harriet Tubman and John F. 
Kennedy. And the art associated with those rooms is both 
beautiful to look at, as well as eclectic and unexpected.

A large part of the art in the office is commissioned by 
local artists including Dave Bruner, Chad Mize, Richard 
Seidel and Robert Simone.

The Penny Hoarder also asked artists from Creative 
Clay to create art based on the subject matter of curren-
cy. The office now has a wall dedicated to those pieces.

“It’s a traditional headquarters, but modern. They’re 
a pretty young company and wanted to convey stability 
as well, Schmidt said.

T h e  f u n  f a c t o r
When asked if productivity is affected due to the yoga 
mats, a stocked fridge, with some adult beverages, and 
the air hockey being so accessible. The answer is exactly 
the opposite of what one might think.

“Productivity goes up,” Taylor said. “Not many of us 
can sit at a desk for eight hours.”

“I love the shift in corporate interior design. Not only 
public areas, but the spaces that are designed for the peo-
ple that work there everyday,” Schmidt said. “It allows 
the staff to work without being tethered to their desk.”

At the end of the day, true design is curated, accord-
ing to Gilmore. “They [clients] think it can be rushed but 
it takes time,” Gilmore said. “Design is such a personal 
process.

MORE INFO
Address: 490 1st Ave. S., 
Suite 850, St. Petersburg

CEO: Kyle Taylor p
Office size: 23,000 

square feet
Website: www.

thepennyhoarder.com
Time spent on project: 

12-13 months
Who worked on this 

space? Founder and CEO 
of The Penny Hoarder Kyle 

Taylor, ASD|Sky, Empire 
Office, and Lisa Gilmore 

of Lisa Gilmore Design

1. The front 
desk at 
The Penny 
Hoarder 
2. Sitting area 
just inside the 
door
3. Kyle 
Taylor, CEO 
of The Penny 
Hoarder



1. A workspace area and a view of 
the employees desks

2 + 3. A few different views inside 
the “townhall” and kitchen at The 
Penny Hoarder

Millette Schmidt

Lisa Gilmore
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